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RECTANGULARW3iVGIITROIL AT SUPERSONIC FLIGHT STEEDS
Ey Warren A. Tucker and Robert L. Nelson
The _gmoblemof the loss in rolling effectiveness at supersonic flight
speeds is considered for the case of the rectangular whg. Equations are
obtained from which can,be calculated either the loss in rate of roll due
to flexibility OF the torsionad- StfifReSS re@-Z’ed to maintain a given
rate of roll, for two assumed =iations of the spanwise distribution of
torsional stiffnem.
A comptaticm farm and figures are provided so that calculations can
%e made without reference to the details of the analysis.
moDucmoN
The problem of the flexible rolllng wing in subsonic flow has been
dwelt upon %y many investigators, who have devised numerous methods of
solution. References 1 and 2 were found valuqble in the preparation of
the ~esent paper; reference 1 notes several other useful papers. So fer
as the domain of supersonic speeds is concerned, however, little work
has been done on the problem.
The fundamental relations between the aerodynamic end the elastic
forces ere, of course, valid for my flight speed. The aerodynamic forces
themselves, however, are critically dependent on the flight speed becauee
of the vast difference in fluw behavior between the sulmonic and the
supersonic regions. Any solution of the aeroel.asticproblem at supersonic
speeds, then, must consider aerodynamic forces calculated by the various
methods peculiar to the supersonic zone.
As a first step toward a solution of the problem, a treatment is given
of the relatively simple case of loss in rolling effectiveness ~f the
rectangular wing with constant-chard ailerons extending inboard from the
wing tips. (See fig. 1.) The methmls used are in general based on the
linearized equations fu supersonic flow. “Due consideration is given to
thre+imensional effects. The torsional stiffness of the wing is asmmed
to vary either linearly with the distance outboard from the wing center
line or as the cube of this distance.
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Because of the relative complexity of the equations ~olved in the l
*fis, a c-tatf~ fo~ ~ ffmes =e pr~de~ frm which cal.culation6
can be made without reference to the details of the anelysis.
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SYMBOIS
aspect ratio (l/c or b2/S)
* span
totel ailerm span
W3ng chord
aileron chord
wing area (%c)
Semisplm (b/2)
distance out frcm wing center line (see fig. 1)
fre+ream Wch nuniber “
ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to syecific
heat at constant volume (1.40 for air)
fret+stream static ~essure
fre=treqm dynamic pressure ( O@)gP
lif%ing pessure
lift~pressure coefficient (P/q)
additional two-dimensional lift~pressure coefficient
due to aileran deflection (48/j3)
deflection of one aileron
.
@e of twist at any spanwise station
sngle of twist at reference station (midspan of ailer~)
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C?P
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m
GJ
me
Jwr
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rolling angular velocity
fie~tream velocity
rolling mmant
ro~ment coefficient (t/qS-b)
rolllng+noment-effectivenesscoefficient for two ailep
()
~~
.()
acz .
damp~-rol.l coefficient
~
2V
torque at any spanwise statiox
pfkchlng moment a’boutmidchort
torsional+tiffness perameter
torsional+tiffneas parameter
torsional-stiffness parameter
(midspsn of aileron)
1
L
(1 )a mdyY
at any apanwiee station
( ).-.&
(T/6)
at reference station
constant of proportionality for stiffn6ss distribution
constants of proportimality for twist distribution
trailgge eagle reduction factor
disturbance+velocity potential
Cartesian coordinates parallel and normal, respectively,
to fre+stream direction (see fig. lj(a)), for field
points
Cartesian codihites parallel and ncmmal, respectively,
to fre~tream dtiection (see fig. lj(a)), for source
points
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o sea level
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1,*,3 . used with ~ and ~ to indicate various
of w3ng
AU angles are in radiane, unless othemise specified.
regions
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In a steady roll, the reeultant rolling mcnnentacting on the ‘wing
is zero. This statement
$c&
can be written
- (+cb)$-
b equation form as
pc@r = o (1)
where pCta is the ro~ment-eff activeness coefficient of the ailerons,
$C
!P
is +X3 &mp**rol.1 coefficient, and ~Cle is the ro~n*
r
loss coefficient resulting from the flexibility of the wing. The quantity P
is retained merely fa convenience in the subsequent analysis. The positive
sign ia given to the quantities B%b, +%p, - Pc2Gr.
The following equations can be written from equation (1):
(2)
—.
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(3)
Equations (1) to (3) are applicable to flight at either subsofic or
supersonic speedf3. The ~oblem, then, is simply to determine the values
of the various quantities at supersmic speeds. For a given ~eron
configurati~, equations for ~C75 and +3C
?P
cexlbe found from refep
ences 3 and 4, respectively. The remainder of the analysis is devoted to
the derivation of expressions for the rol.l~nt-loss coef-
ficient ~C2e and the twist paranmter er/8. Those readers who are
r
more interested in the application than in the derivation are advised.to
turn to the section entitled “Computation Procedure and Discussion.”
2szw”– Acknowledge of the spanwise distribution of twist e is
necessery for the determination of either PC2e ~ er/6. The twist
r
at eny section is found.from considerations of the aerodynamic torque and
the elaetic forces acting on the wing. The aerodynamic torque is asaumed
to result solely from the moment about the wing midchcmd line of the
pressure resulting from aileron deflection. TILLs assumption @lies t~t
the centers of pressure of the lift forces resulting from rolling and from
twist are so neer the elastic exis as to contribute only a negligibly small
twisting mament. l?ecausethe elastic sxia of a rectangular wing designed
for supersonic speeds would be expected to lie near the midch~ lime l
(much as in the case of a eubsonlc wing, where the elastic @s and the
line of aerodynamic centers we not too far sepsrated) end because the
centers of pressure of the farces resulting from rolling and from twist
are near the midchord line, the assumption appears reasonable. Ih
addition, the loads caused by aileron deflection are assumed to be
independent of WQ twist, and the aileron itself is assumed not to
twist. An important result of.makhg these aseumptio& is the elimination
of any necessity for using a
The aerodynamic torque
total moment acting out%osrd
successive approxima~ion metha.i.
T
of
T
d any spanwise station y iS “sh@y the
the station. “That is,
/
s
= mdy
Y
(4)
where m is the pitching moment about the midchord at arw station and
is assumed to result solely frcm the pressures caused by aileron
deflection. These pressures were tslcenfrom the equations given in
figure 2(a) of reference 3. The resultdng equations for the torque were
“,..’.. ’-”.-.—---.._.—.—. --.— ---..-.--—..-— —e . . . —— . — . .,- —...+_ . . ..__
.,
-— . . . .—.
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very cumbersome;therefore, the exact ex&esaion was .appxmimated by two
simple expressions, one representing a constant torque over the part of
the span Mbosrd of the aileron (the value “of this twque was taken equal
to the greatest value given by the exact expression) d the other repre-
senting a tarque decreasing Mnesrly along the aileron span to zero at
the wing tip. The approximate equation fcm the twque per unit aileron
deflection idmard of the aileron is
where Os:sl
the aileron span
(5a)
. !#4 d the appr-te equation for the torque over
is
ba<y<lowhere l-y=== A COU@l’iSOn Of the
from the exact and a~oximte equations is
particular configuraticm and for two values
(’m)
torque distribution obtained
shown b figure 2 for a
of P. The same degree of
apprmhation can be expected for other configurations. The principal
factor governing the closeness of-apprmhation is the value of 13;
as B increases, the apprax5mation approaches more closely the exact
wiation. .
T@@.- me W* 13 at any spanwise station y can he expressed
as v
(6)
therefcme, if an expression can be found far d@7, the twif3tcm be
cekulatOd.
Now the torsional stiffness of the wing at any spanwise station can
be re~esented either by the qusntity GJ or by tl+equantity ~, where
.
..— .— ——
.;.
7If the &pression for W is integrated, then
or
so that if, for example,
then
andif
then
.
&=+
1
0
.
These reeults me of use in the subsequent analyeis.
.
(7)
(9)
(10)
-.——— . .. . . . .-. .— . . . . . - —--.. —. . . . .-,.—. —-—~— .. —- -.
8Consider the ~ter GJ. Fram equatim (7)
.
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(n)
Su’’stitutionof this expression in equation (6) ties yossible the
calculation of e at any point along the span.
The twist was calculated for two assumed span@se variaticms of( )torsional stiffhess. me f tist & = k ~ ~ a y is known to he
representative of mmy smll+3cale mdels tied in freeflight supersonic
research. -Thesecond & = +( )
or J== Y3 is tYPic~ of_ ~hsofic
J43
fighter ticreft. (The degree of applicability to future supersonic
aircreft can only be conjectured.) The procedure outlined can %e used
to obtain equations for other stiffness distributicms. The following
equations are the res~ts of the twist calculation: For 1 = k,
m
e . B ‘[+(g)’-(+)’]
kG@llc3 4p *
(12a)
(l’b)
(lsa)
\
. ..— —=. ...— —--- —. —--- .—. — .
..
.
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. .
=jJwJw$-(1-%Y]~ :h3c3 = 96pB_OJ
9
(l,b)
The twist may he ~essed mme conveniently as the ratio of the
twist e at my station to the twist er at a reference station, taken
(
Yat the @dspan of the aileron - = 1 -
)
~ ba
2T” From e@u3tions (12)s
e 2ba/b
~’ R1
%=*[+(Y-GF)2]
ba<y <lo
‘here l- T=E= Fran equations (13) for & = &, .
.
. e 4ba/b y 3
()q=~;
(u-a)
(141))-
(Ed
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~a 4
4(:) -3($- l-~ “ (in)
‘a <y<
where l——===l.b
Although these expressions for the twist are not complicated, the
use of a single twist equation which applies over the entire span results
in a considerable saving of effort when evaluating the rolling+oment
loss due to twist. For this reason, equations (14) and (15) were
approximated by the following expressions:
( )
For ~=k or ~=y,
GJ me
Q 12”a
—=
er ,-5J-*$F”
—
b b
(16a)
where o < Y <
.—= 1 and for &=
s =2 (or & . ~),
(16b)
where o~x~l.
s
These approximations are compared with equations (14) .
and (15) in figure 3 for two values of Ila/tl. ‘
RolJ~nt-loss coefficient 13C28 .– With the twtst evaluated,
r
there remains the pro%lem of determlminn the rolling mament resulting
from the twist. Equations (16a) end (16b) can be rewritten, respectively,
as
——. . .-. -———
,--- ,.
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6“= ‘4
er
p 2
( )1
?
1 _lba
2b
(17a)
(l’n)
L J
from which the twist is span to be represented by two components, ane
linear with respect to y and the other parabolic with respect to y.
t coefficient resulting from a linear twist has beenThe roll~+omm
evaluated b reference k E@ my be written as
(18)
where Wlfi is the coefficient of the y–l%rm in the twist equation. The
rolling-momant coefficient due to a parabolic twist is derived h the
appendix and is
where w2/V is the coefficient of the Yz–term in the twist equation.
If t$e expressions for wl/V and w2/V from equations (11’a)and [17b)
are substituted in equations (18) smd (19) end if the derivative is
taken with respect to 13r,then after some simplification the following
‘“’G*”+ “equations result for ~
.
.
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flcze=
[
432 +1 1 1 1“
.—
–—+T— +&&
. r 8–* 2 W 6(~A)2 (PA)3 1
and for
(
~)&=~2 “’-:” ‘
13cze= 1
r 1)2()21–$+
(20)
(22)
.
.
1 1 1 1 1-1 2+~—–– —– -——
3 83 (a) “‘A 3 (~A)2 2 (PA)
,
Twist pumeter e p .– The twist parameter may be evaluated directly
in terms of ~r, the torsional stiffness at &e reference station
(aileron midsyan), from equations (I-2)and (13). The’value of k iS
found from equations (9) and (10), and if the value of ~ is taken
conservatively as 45/j3 (the linearized-theory result), then the following
expressions are obtained: For
*“Y (
1
)0’ H=k’
— — ,—
.- :.
.,
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COMPUTATION PROCEDURE AKllDISCUSSION
The solution of equati- .(2)and (3)”is most easily carried out
with the aid of a computation form such as that shown in table I, which
is largely self+xplanatory. The various quantities to be enterdd in
the computation form are read from figures 4 .toI-1;in figures 6 to U
is noted the eource of the data presented. The quantity PA, which is
the abscissa for most of the fi~es, is found from figure 5 for any
value of Mach nuriberand aspect ~atio. The quantity ~q can be found . .
either directly from table H for certain selected altitudes or from
table II and figure 4 for intermediate altitudes.
The determination”of the rolling+mment-effectiveness coefficient ~CZb
requires some discussion. When F = 1 the values of j3CZ
#
given in
figure 6 represent linearized-theory values. The quantity F (see fig. 7)
is a reduction factor which takes into account the finite trailing+dge
mgle of the aileron. The value of F was obtained by taking the value
for the first two terms of the thichess reduction factor given ~ figure 4
of reference 3. Some recent experimental evidence indicates that,
presumably because of boundary-layer effects, the use of the first two
terms gives results which &e in closer agreement with experimental data
than are results obtained-by using the complete three terms. Although
the factor F is strictly’applicable only to flat-sided ailerons, it can
Fe applied to other ailerons with little loss in over+ld accuracy by
estimating an effective trailing-edge angle.
An explicit solution for the reversal speed is difficult because of
the manner in which PA enters the quantities involved. The reversal
speed may be found by a methcd similar to the one used in reference 5 to .
indicate divergence speed. Often, however, the variation of the rate of
roll through the speea rsnge is of mwe titerest than the reversal speeii
alone; if this variatim is calculated by use of table I, the reversal
speea ie automatically given, if reversal occurs. Becaus.l &the lineer
dependence of er/5 on l~r and q, the values of ? founa
(Pb/2V)R
—. .— . ____ ... _ ._. ._ __ - ___
.—..—_.—.— __ .
~.— —.- -—. . . . . -.—.._________
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fmm table I fw
verted easily to
specified values of stiffness and altitude can be co~
give results for other values of stiffness and altitude.
Often a solution is desired for the torsional stiffness required to
maintain a certain percentage of the rate of roll that would be obtained
with a rigid wing. This solution is easily effected by a slight rearrange-
ment of the last several columns of table I, as shown in the ta%le:
AE an exsmple of the type of dbta obtained from the use of the
figureB and the computation form, figure I-2shows the results of some
computations for a typical free-flight research model.
CONCLUDING REMAR3S
An emalysis has been presented of the problem of the loss in rolling
effectiveness at supersonic flight speeds for the case of the rectangular
wing. The effects of the 10SS in lift in the various Mach cones were
considered in the analysis, and equations were obtained for two assumed
variations of the spanwise distribution of torsicmal atiffuess.
A computation form and figures were prepared; with the aid of these,
calculations can be made without the necessity of referring to the details
of the analysis.
.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratoq
National Advisory Comittee for Aeronautics
-eY Field, Vs., Septeniber21, 1948
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ROILING MOMENT RJBUWING FROM
If the pressure distribution over the
PARABOLCC‘IwLsT
twisted wing can be found. .
thie pressur~ distribution may be integrated to give we rolling mom&t. -
Perhaps the most direct way to find the pressure tistributim for the
particular case in the ~esent paper is “toccmsider the twibted wing to
be represented by a dlstributioh of sources and sinks, so that the
pressure distribution can be found by use of the’methmis of references 6
and 7. ..
In general, only one wing panel’need be considered (see fig. 13).
The distribution of vertical velocity along the span of this panel is
jmt W2q2, where
is – W2q2. At any
center of the wing
‘2 is a constant; on the other panel the distribution
point located between the Mach cones from the tip and
(see fig. is(a) ), the velocity potential on one surface
is given by
@l(x,y) = - ~
IT
“L
where
(Al)
[ rl/2f(~,~) = (x +2 – P2(Y - 7)2
At any point located within the tip Mach cone, the velocity potential is
given by h
. —...—— ..— ,-— —— ...--—-— .—..——.-. ———. —.—— —.
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(A2)
where the last two terms represent the effect of the finite tip. At any
point within the Mach cone fiomthe center of me @g, the velocity
yotential is
Where the
Ifa
where P
last termrepremnts
pressure coefficient
the effect of the opposite wing panel.
is defined as
Cp=:
is the liftlng pressure, then
(A4)
.
(A5)
.—_A- ——_
—.—— —. .
,.’,
When equaticms (Al), (A2), and (A3) are substituted in equation (A5)
and the indicated operations are performed, the
over the region between the Mach cones from the
wing becomes
pressure distribution-
tip aqd center of the
c ‘2 2X2 + kpy
Pl=T p3 (A6)
the presmre distributim over the part of the wLng within the tip Mach
cone is given by
,3 .~~]4$y+4$s-2K
and.in the center Mach cone
[
‘2 12y
=——
CP3 Ycv p2
Now the “rolling moment
.
the pressure distribution is
-I
of one wing panel is simply
(A7)
(A’)
(A9)
-—._ ---- .—-.
—+ -—. —..——. —.. _.— ._
—.— ---- .-— — — ——— . ..— ___
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.
where the integration is taken over the ~“ea of the panel. The limits l
of integration are shown h figure 13(b). Equation (A9) becomes
\
These integrations, which, although
help of a table of integrals, give
tedious, can be carried out with the
21 f33v 124
——.---–=$SC-2 a C5
a~ W2
Lg?.s3c2+&S2cU d__ —
32 p 1280 ~2 .
The
two
the
total rolX.ng~nt
panels) and dividing
coefficient becomes
coefficient is
by Sb =4S2C.
found by multiplying by 2’(for
After a little simplification,
‘2 b2 1
[
2 511111pc2=~~# —.— —— -— -
~ + 3 (~A)2 2 (j3A)3 g @
1
(All)
which is equation (19).
—— ——
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41,860
13q for variouEaltitudes
~o,Ooo N
377
650
956
1,307
I,p
2,176
2,705
3,301
3,9n
4,715
9,739
17,322
27,967
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244
420
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ko;ooo ft
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877
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Figure l.- The configuration investigated.
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